We introduce a new characterization of Pareto distribution and construct integral and supremum type goodness-of-fit tests based on it. Limiting distribution and large deviations of new statistics are described and their local Bahadur efficiency for parametric alternatives is calculated. Conditions of local optimality of new statistics are given.
Introduction
Let P be the family of Pareto distributions with the distribution function (d.f.)
In this paper we develop the goodness-of-fit tests for Pareto distribution using a new characterization based on the property of order statistics. The problem formulation is as follows: let X 1 , . . . , X n be positive i.i.d. rv's with continuous d.f. F. Consider testing the composite hypothesis H 0 : F ∈ P against the general alternative H 1 : F / ∈ P, assuming that the alternative d.f. is also concentrated on [1, ∞) .
It is well known that the log-transform of a Pareto random variable has an exponential distribution. Therefore the tests of exponentiality are used by many authors to test the Paretianity of the sample. Our approach for this problem is unlike and uses directly the initial Pareto sample.
The goodness-of-fit tests for the Pareto distribution have been discussed in [4] , [6] , [14] , [24] . We exploit the different idea for constructing and analyzing statistical tests based on characterization by the property of equidistribution of linear statistics by means of so-called U-empirical d.f.'s, see [9] , [11] . This method was developed early in several articles, particularly, in [16] , [18] , [20] , [22] , [21] , [13] . The tests for the Pareto distribution using this approach were obtained and analyzed in [10] . One can observe that the new tests based on characterizations have reasonably high efficiencies and can be competitive with previously known goodness-of-fit tests. Let us explain our approach.
We will say that the d.f. F belongs to the class of distributions F , if ∀x 1 , x 2 : either F (x 1 x 2 ) ≤ F (x 1 )F (x 2 ) or F (x 1 x 2 ) ≥ F (x 1 )F (x 2 ), see [2] .
Let X 1 , . . . , X n be i.i.d. positive absolutely continuous random variables with d.f. F from the class F . Denote by X (1,n) ≤ X (2,n) ≤ . . . ≤ X (n,n) -the order statistics of a random sample X 1 , ..., X n .
We present a new characterization within the class F .
Theorem 1. Let X 1 , ..., X k be i.i.d., positive and bounded random variable having an absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) d.f. F (x). Then the equality in law of X 1 and X (k,k) /X (k−1,k) takes place iff X 1 has some d.f. from the family P.
Proof. Let Y = ln X and let G denote the d.f. of Y. It can be easily seen that F ∈ F iff G is NBU ("new better than used") or NWU ("new worse than used") (see [1] ). Further, since we use the monotonic transformation, then X 1 and X (k,k) /X (k−1,k) will be identically distributed iff Y 1 and Y (k,k) −Y (k−1,k) are identically distributed. It follows from [1] that X 1 and X (k,k) /X (k−1,k) are identically distributed iff Y = ln X has the exponential distribution with some scale parameter λ, therefore X 1 has the Pareto distribution with the same parameter λ.
In the case when k = 2 our characterization coincide with another characterization of Pareto distribution considered in [10] , see also [21] . Note that our characterization extend the charaterization, involved in [10] .
According to our characterization we construct the U-empirical d.f. by the formulae
where X (s,{i 1 ,...,i k }) , s = {k − 1, k} denotes the s−th order statistic of the subsample X i 1 , . . . , X i k . For rv X the U−statistical d.f. will be simply the usual empirical d.f.
It is known that the properties of U-empirical d.f.'s are similar to the properties of usual empirical d.f.'s, see [7] , [9] . Hence the difference H n − F n for large n should be almost surely close to zero under H 0 , and we can measure their closeness by using some test statistics, assuming their large values to be critical.
We suggest two test statistics
Note that both proposed statistics under H 0 are invariant with respect to the change of variables X → X 1 λ , so we may set λ = 1. We discuss their limiting distributions under the null hypothesis and find logarithmic asymptotics of large deviations under H 0 . Next we calculate their efficiencies against some parametric alternatives from the class F .
Finally, we study the conditions of local optimality of our tests and describe the "most favorable" alternatives for them.
2
Integral statistic I
n is asymptotically equivalent to the U-statistic of degree (k + 1) with the centered kernel
where π(i 1 , . . . , i k+1 ) means all permutations of different indices from {i 1 , . . . , i k+1 }. Let X 1 , . . . , X k+1 be independent rv's from standard Pareto distribution. It is known that non-degenerate U-statistics are asymptotically normal, see [8] , [11] . To prove that the kernel Ψ k (X 1 , . . . , X k+1 ) is non-degenerate, we calculate its projection ψ k (s). For a fixed X k+1 = s, s ≥ 1 we have:
It follows from the above characterization that the second probability is equal to:
It remains to calculate the first term. For this purpose we decompose the probability as P(X k,{2,...,k,s} /X k−1,{2,...,k,s} < X 1 ) = P 1 + P 2 + P 3 , where P i , i = 1, 2, 3 are initial probabilities, computed in one of the following cases:
(1) Let the sample units take places as follows: X 2 < . . . < X k < s. Then our probability transforms into
After some calculations we obtain that the last probability is equal to:
The integral in the second term can be evaluated using integration by parts and binomial representation of the function (1
Finally we have:
Thus the initial probability in this case is equal to
(2) The sample units are X 2 < X 3 < . . . X k−1 < s < X k , then for this case we have:
3) The last case we consider is when s is situated on j−th place (1 ≤ j ≤ k − 2) in variational series of the sample X 2 , . . . , X k−2 . It means that the sample units take places as follows: X 2 < . . . < s < . . . < X k−2 < X k−1 < X k and s also may stand on first and (k − 2)-th places. Then the required probability is equal to
Combining the results we get that the first term in the projection has the form:
Note that the last sum is equal to
Thus for the initial probability we get the result:
Hence we get the final expression for the projection of the kernel Ψ k :
The calculation of this variance for the projection ψ k in the general case is too complicated, therefore we calculate it only for particular k.
2.1
The projection ψ k (s) for case k = 3 has the form:
The variance of this projection ∆
Therefore the kernel Ψ 3 is centered and non-degenerate. We can apply Hoeffding's theorem on asymptotic normality of U-statistics, see again [8] , [11] , which implies that the following result holds Theorem 2. Under null hypothesis as n → ∞ the statistic √ nI
is asymptotically normal so that √ nI
Now we shall evaluate the large deviation asymptotics of the sequence of statistics I (3) n under H 0 . According to the theorem on large deviations of such statistics from [19] , see also [5] , [17] , we obtain due the fact that the kernel Ψ 3 is centered, bounded and non-degenerate the following result.
where the function f
is continuous for sufficiently small a > 0, and
Some notions from Bahadur theory
Suppose that under the alternative H 1 the observations have the d.f. G(·, θ) and the density g(·, θ), θ ≥ 0, such that G(·, 0) ∈ P. The measure of Bahadur efficiency (BE) for any sequence {T n } of test statistics is the exact slope c T (θ) describing the rate of exponential decrease for the attained level under the alternative d.f. G(·, θ). According to Bahadur theory [3] , [15] the exact slopes may be found by using the following Proposition. Proposition. Suppose that the following two conditions hold:
where −∞ < b(θ) < ∞, and
for any t in an open interval I, on which h is continuous and {b(θ), θ > 0} ⊂ I. Then
We have already found the large deviation asymptotics. In order to evaluate the exact slope it remains to calculate the first condition of the Proposition.
Note that the exact slopes for any θ satisfy the inequality (see [3] , [15] )
where K(θ) is the Kullback-Leibler "distance" between the alternative and the nullhypothesis H 0 . In our case H 0 is composite, hence for any alternative density g j (x, θ) one has
This quantity can be easily calculated as θ → 0 for particular alternatives. According to (6) , the local BE of the sequence of statistics T n is defined as
Local Bahadur efficiency of I (3) n
According to Bahadur theory, the considered alternatives should be close to null-hypothesis as θ → 0. Therefore we suggest three alternatives against Pareto distribution. The first two alternatives we consider are obtained by skewing mechanism, see [12] , we call them Ley-Paindaveine alternatives.
i) First Ley-Paindaveine alternative with the d.f.
ii) Second Ley-Paindaveine alternative with the d.f.
iii) log-Weibull alternative with the d.f.
Let us find the local BE for alternative under consideration. According to the Law of Large Numbers for U-statistics [11] , the limit in probability under H 1 is equal to
It is easy to show (see also [10] ) that
where h 1 (s) = ∂ ∂θ g 1 (s, θ) | θ=0 and ψ 3 (s) is the projection from (5). Therefore for the first Ley-Paindaveine alternative we have
and the local exact slope of the sequence I
n as θ → 0 admits the representation
The Kullback-Leibler "distance" K 1 (θ) between the alternative and the null-hypothesis H 0 admits the following asymptotics (see again [10] ):
Therefore in our case
Consequently, the local efficiency of the test is
Omitting the calculations similar to previous cases, we get for the second Ley-Paindaveine
Therefore the local BE is equal to 0.905.
After some calculations in case of the log-Weibull alternative we have:
and the local exact slope of the sequence I n as θ → 0 admits the representation c 3 (θ) ∼ 1.295 θ 2 . Moreover for the log-Weibull distribution
, θ → 0. Hence the local BE for the last case is equal to 0.787.
Next table 1 gathers the values of local BE. 
The variance of this projection under H 0 is equal to
Therefore the kernel Ψ 4 is centered, non-degenerate and bounded. Due to Hoeffding's theorem on asymptotic normality of U-statistics, see again [8] , [11] , we have that: The large deviation asymptotics of the sequence of statistics I (4) n under H 0 follows from the following result. It was derived using the theorem on large deviations (see again [19] , [5] , [17] ), applied to the centered, bounded and non-degenerate kernel Ψ 4 .
= 3.875 a 2 , as a → 0.
Local Bahadur efficiency of I (4) n
For this case the limit in probability under H 1 has the following asymptotics
where again h 1 (s) = ∂ ∂θ g 1 (s, θ) | θ=0 and ψ 4 (s) is the projection from (8) . Therefore for the first Ley-Paindaveine alternative we have
The Kullback-Leibler "distance" for this alternative was already found above, and it satisfies K 1 (θ) ∼ θ 2 /24, θ → 0. Thus the local efficiency of the test is
For other alternatives the calculations are similar. Omitting the details, let us gather the values of local BE for this case in the table 2.
In table 3 we present the efficiencies from tables 1 and 2 gathered with maximal values of efficiencies against presumed alternatives. Now we consider the Kolmogorov type statistic (3). For fixed t the difference H n (t)−F n (t) is a family of U-statistics with the kernels, depending on t ≥ 1 :
The projection of this kernel ξ k (s; t) for fixed t ≥ 1 has the form:
It remains to calculate the first term. For this purpose like in the previous cases, we write the decomposition P(X k,{1,...,k−1,s} /X k−1,{1,...,k−1,s} < t) = P 1 + P 2 + P 3 , where P i , i = 1, 2, 3, are the initial probabilities, computed in one of the following cases:
(1) Let the sample units take places as follows: X 1 < X 2 < . . . < X k−1 < s. Then the probability expresses as
(2) The sample units are X 1 < X 2 < . . . X k−2 < s < X k−1 , then for this case we have:
(3) In the last case let s be situated on l−th place (1 ≤ l ≤ k − 2) in the variational series of the sample X 1 , . . . , X k−2 . Then the required probability transforms into:
Combining these results we get that the first term in the projection is equal to:
Again we can see that the last sum can be simplified as
Thus the initial probability is equal to
Hence we get the final expression for the projection of the family of kernels Ξ(·, t) :
It is easy to show that E(ξ k (X; t)) = 0. After some calculations we get that the variance of this projection under H 0 is for any t
Kolmogorov-type statistic D (3) n
In the case k = 3 the projection of the family of kernels Ξ 3 (X, Y, Z; t), namely ξ 3 (s; t) := E(Ξ 3 (X, Y, Z; t) | X = s) is equal to:
Now we calculate the variances of these projections δ n is unknown. Using the methods of [25] , one can show that the U-empirical process
weakly converges in D(1, ∞) as n → ∞ to certain centered Gaussian process η(t) with calculable covariance. Then the sequence of statistics √ nD (3) n converges in distribution to the rv sup t≥1 |η(t)| but currently it is impossible to find explicitly its distribution. Hence it is reasonable to determine the critical values for statistics D n by simulation. Table 4 shows the critical values of the null distribution of D (3) n for significance levels α = 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 and specific sample sizes n. Each entry is obtained by using the MonteCarlo simulation methods with 10,000 replications. Now we obtain the logarithmic large deviation asymptotics of the sequence of statistics D (3) n under H 0 . The family of kernels {Ξ 3 (X, Y, Z; t), t ≥ 0} is not only centered but bounded. Using the results from [17] on large deviations for the supremum of nondegenerate U-statistics, we obtain the following result.
D is continuous for sufficiently small a > 0, moreover
Local efficiency of D (3) n
To evaluate the efficiency, first consider again the first Ley-Paindaveine alternative with the d.f. G 1 (x, θ), θ ≥ 0, x ≥ 1 given above. By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem for Ustatistics [9] the limit in probability under the alternative for statistics D
n is equal to
It is not difficult to show that
where again h 1 (s) = ∂ ∂θ g 1 (s, θ) | θ=0 and ξ 3 (s; t) is the projection defined above in (10). Hence for the first Ley-Paindaveine alternative we have for t ≥ 1 : Thus b 1 (θ) = sup t≥1 |b 1 (t, θ)| ∼ 0.125 θ, and it follows that the local exact slope of the sequence of statistics D n admits the representation:
The Kullback-Leibler information in this case is given by (7) . Hence the local Bahadur efficiency of our test is e B 1 (D) = 0.599. Next we take the second Ley-Paindaveine distribution, where the calculations are similar, and the local BE is equal to 0.689. In the case of the log-Weibull density we find that the local BE is 0.467.
We collect the values of local BE in the table 5. In the case k = 4 the projection of the family of kernels Ξ 4 (X, Y, Z, W ; t), is equal to:
Therefore we get that the variances of these projections δ The logarithmic large deviation asymptotics of the sequence of statistics D (4) n under H 0 is showed in the next theorem.
where the function f 
Local efficiency of D (4) n
In We observe that the efficiencies for the Kolmogorov-type test are lower than for the integral test. However, it is the usual situation when testing goodness-of-fit [15] , [23] , [17] .
Conditions of local asymptotic optimality
In this section we are interested in conditions of local asymptotic optimality (LAO) in Bahadur sense for both sequences of statistics I n . This means to describe the local structure of the alternatives for which the given statistic has maximal potential local efficiency so that the relation
holds, see [15] , [20] . Such alternatives form the domain of LAO for the given sequence of statistics.
Consider the functions
We will assume that the following regularity conditions are true, see also [20] :
Denote by G the class of densities g(x, θ) with d.f.'s G(x, θ), satisfying the regularity conditions (11) - (12) . We are going to deduce the LAO conditions in terms of the function h(x).
Recall that for alternative densities from G the following asymptotics is valid:
LAO conditions for I (k) n
First consider the integral statistic I (k) n with the kernel Ψ k (X 1 , . . . , X k+1 ) and its projection ψ k (x) from (4). Let introduce the auxiliary function
Simple calculations show that
Hence the local asymptotic efficiency takes the form
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain that the expression in the right-hand side is equal to 1 iff h 0 (x) = C 1 ψ k (x) 1 x 2 for some constant C 1 > 0, so that
for some constants C 1 > 0 and C 2 .
The set of distributions for which the function h(x) has such form generate the domain of LAO in the class G. The simplest examples of such alternatives density g(x, θ) for small θ > 0 is given by the table 8. n with the family of kernels Ξ k and their projections ξ k (x; t) from (9) . After simple calculations we get We can apply once again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the numerator in the last ratio. It follows that the sequence of statistics D n is locally asymptotically optimal, and e B (D ) − 1{x ≥ t 2 }(−( 
Conclusion
We constructed two new tests for goodness-of-fit testing for Pareto distribution based on the new characterization for the Pareto distribution. We describe their limit distribution and large deviations. The Bahadur efficiency for some alternatives has been obtained and it turned out reasonably high. Also we derived the conditions of local optimality for our tests.
